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• An Evolution of Fantasy Role-Playing Numerous changes
were made from the initial product release to develop this new
fantasy role-playing game. • Successor to Neverwinter Nights
A sequel to the classic Neverwinter Nights with content that
was previously released as expansions. • A Unified Expression
of Myth The myth of the Lands Between serves as a foundation
and the unity of the system is further reinforced. New Features
2 Player mode 2 Players can play together with the main and
sub characters in the game at the same time. Many new skill
and class combinations Many new combinations of skills and
classes were added. Unparalleled Graphics All of the graphics
have been newly re-made from scratch, and the artworks have
been enhanced to improve the clarity. Multiple styles of visuals
To accommodate a variety of tastes, there are two styles of
pictures that can be selected at the beginning of the game. *
Character design * World design Character design You can add
new looks to the characters by repeatedly inserting different
body parts into the book picture screen to obtain various new
designs. At the same time, you can use the character data
book to display your character's face. Character name The
character name can be freely input. Slot equipment Equipment
that fits the character's design can be placed into the
appropriate slots. Visual effects The character will have visual
effects at various times, such as when using an attack. World
design The setting There are many places in the Lands
Between. You can freely travel to any of these places, or even
dungeons. There are also many places that you can visit
during the game. •A Four-Story World Map In addition to the
main story, there are five dungeons with a total of 100 floors
each. You can freely travel to anywhere from the world map as
long as you have enough experience. Traveling on the world
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map becomes much more convenient now. •Door to a New
World When you start a new game in the world map, the world
map will open and you will be directed to a new place. You can
experience the new elements in the world map with a new
character. •Opening & Closing Doors The doors will open up to
new places as you enter them. You can open and close the
doors you want as you go through, just like

Elden Ring Features Key:
Embark on an adventure in the fantasy lands between worlds

Battle monsters and explore wide open worlds with countless items to enjoy
Create your own character according to your play style

Effortlessly progress through the story with simple controls
Discover countless story fragments

Uncover the Elden Ring World
Test your limits in the dungeon of your dreams

Battle many bosses along the way
Enjoy features rich in fantasy

Explore vast and endless worlds with a variety of situations
Travel across the world with custom maps
Discover new dungeons and bosses along the way
Interact with NPC inhabitants using magic spells
Create your own own map and dungeons
Implement an AEIR style map generation system
Take over the world using the power of the Elden Ring
Join other players in battle and share magic spells
Unlock the infinite potential of the lands between
Implement a dynamic environment and creativity of the user
Enjoy various content including a new story mode, graphics add-on, battle features
Enjoy various content including a new battle system, graphics add-on, customized
character add-on
Enjoy a range of add-ons such as characters, monsters, battle features, and maps.
Enjoy a variety of skins and costumes for your character.
Create your own way of enjoying the game by adding your own items to the shop.
Advance to high-end business classes through buying various items in the shop

A glimpse into Elden Ring:

Elden Ring is a title for a new fantasy action RPG for the PlayStation®4 that will combine individual fantasy elements and
modern-day action elements. Play an action game where you lead a group of friends or strangers and go on an adventure
to save your home world.
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